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Abstract - CoaepxaHHe - Streszczenie

In this paper we present an approach to proving properties 
Of programs which differs essentially from the methods developed 
up to now. In contrast to other approaches our method needs no 
formal program notion but only a forn.; izatlon of some basic 
program properties.

The key idea in this approach is to associate with any 
program under consideration a formal theory in such a way that 
all the processes, which may be thought as possible executions 
of the considered program, become models of the associated 
theory. Such a theory can be constructed by formulating axioms 
about the program executions, and about quantities which ex
plicitly or implicitly occur whenever the program changes their 
values. Appropriate axioms and the properties which are to be 
proved can be easily described by formulas of a predicate lo.'jic. 
This enables ub to consider variou < properties of the program 
as theorems of the resulting theory and to prove them by usual 
means of predicate logic.

0  H 6 R 0 T 0 P 0 I eCT6CTBCHH0M MeTOfle 20ICa3UBaHHfl 

eBofteTB nporpami

B paOoie npHBO^TCfl «eTOj AOKaaaTeji&CTBa cboBctb nporpami, 
oTjanassmttcH cjmecTBeHHUM 0ópa30M ot mctosob, pa3paC0TaHHxi no 
cnx nop. CymecTBeaHOll ero <iep?ofl «BraeTCH to, w o  b Hen He 
BBoaHTCH $opiiajiBHoe noHaiiie nporpamw. OcHOBHaa aaea aioro 
iieTosa 3aEunD<iaeTca b co3saHU ajih paccMaTpHBaeuott nporpauMH 
$opnaiBHo0 reopu. ItosesHiiH stoB leopaa aojasa 6hti npoaecc«, 
K0T0pue mozbo c^HTaTŁ BunojiHeHHaMH nporpamtH. fa.Koro po ja 
Teopzc hosbo co3aaTŁ nyien popiły jihpob ¡ca aKCBOM, on«CHBaxnsDt, 
BcaK npoTeKaeT BHnoaaeHHe nporpamm i Kas npa stom asMeasoTca
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3HaieHHH Koiopue BCTpesaDTCH b nporpamie. CooTB8TCTBy-
j>me aKCKOHH b cBoftcTBa, noineianae aoKaaaiejLbCTBy, uoryr 
Cutł ecTecrBeHHŁiM njreu ciopiiyjmpoBaaH aa H3HKe Kĉ uicJieaiH 
npeiHKaTOB. Sto nae? boskozboctb paccnaTpaBaTŁ paajurgme 
CBoSsTBa jaHHOfi nporpainiH b Ka<iecTBe TeopeM cooiBeTCBynaelS 
reopaa a flOKS3UBaTi> az oOushumh cpescTBaaa acKacBeHBH npeaa- 

KaTOB.

O pewnej naturalnej metodzie dowodzenia własności programów

W pracy przedstawione jest podejście do dowodzenia własności 
programów, które różni się istotnie od metod rozwiniętych dotąd. 
Kie korzysta ono mianowicie z żadnego formalnego pojęcia programu 
jak te metody, lecz jedynie wymaga pewnej formalizacji podstawo
wych własności programu.

Zasadnicza idea tego podejścia polega na tworzeniu dla pro
gramu który się rozpatruje takiej teorii formalnej, że modelami 
tej teorii są procesy, które można uważać za wykonania programu. 
Tego rodztju teorię można skonstruować przez sformułowanie aksjo
matów opisujących jak przebiegają wykonania programu oraz jak 
zmieniają się przy tym wartości wielkości, które występują w pro
gramie. Stosorae aksjomaty, jak i własności które mają byó dowo
dzone, można łatwo formułować w języku rachunku predykatów, podob
nie jak opisuje się w praktyce działanie programu. Pozwala to 
traktować rozmaite własności programu jako twierdzenia sformułowa
nej teorii i dowodzić je zwykłymi środkami rachunku predykatów.



INTRODUCTION

The approach we present here Is a ^jnsequence of looking at 
a program as at a description of some computational processes. 
Namely, since in mathematics a description means the same 43 a 
formal theory, we propose to construct for any program P that 
we want to investigate a formal theory T which describes all 
the computational processes the program P describes. In other 
words, we propose to replace the considered program P by a for
mal theory T which has among its models all the computational 
processes starting off some initial data of ? and running; ac
cordantly with P. 'fla do so to get a theory with theorems which
reflect some properties of P (or more precisely some properties 
of the computational processes described by P) and to be abl® to 
prove these theorems by the usual rules of inference. Of course, 
to associate with any program P a fornail theory T is a« Infor 
mal procedure that bases on our ideas about the program meaning 
i.e. about the semantics of the language the program is written 
in. The program as such and the foriaalization procedure a m  aot 
considered aa formal notions in this paper.

The theory T that we intend to construct for 1 program P 
is to describe every process & which may b'S though* as a com
putational process running accordantly witt p, i.a. as an 
cution of P. Therefore, we have to hav an ide* ho* aacV w k

a process IS looks like. Our proposal 1a to Imagine STdry



execution U of P as as object that has some histories and
attributes. Intuitively, a hiBtory is to be everything that has 
been executed in P ttP I to now. Attributes are to be quan
tities (like the control of P, identifiers occuring in P 
e.t.c.) which constitute a state of K, i.e. current results of 
a history. As «now" and „current" change when M is running, his
tories become longer and longer and attributes change their values. 
Some attribute values (like control position and values of iden
tifiers) correspond to every history x and they influence further 
run of E. Whether the process M terminates or advances at a 
hiBtory x (the later means that the current history x can be exten- 
ded to a largor history y by adding a new action) and what are 
values of attributes at the next history y, if it exists, depends 
on the attribute values at the history x. The theory 1 is just 
to describe realtionships among histories and attribute valuos in 
every process U which (in our opinion) runs accordantly with P.
To construct such a theory we have to choose an appropriate langu
age and to formulate the relationships wa want to take into ac
count In the form of axioms. How to do it is just shown in the pa
per. We show also how the properties we want to prove can be formu
lated and proved in the framework of such a theory.

Our approach differs obviously from the methods which have 
been developed by de BAKKEB [1,23» BLIKLE [3»4]> CLINT [5], DAHL 
"6 3, FLOYD [8], GOGUEN [9], HITCHCOCK [101, HOASE [11], I&ARASHI [l2],

KOTCALSKI [13],iaNNA [14], KA.ZUBKIEWICZ [3,15], HITil [16], PASE
[10], SALWICKI [17], SCOTT [1,18], STHACHEY [18], VUILLEHIN [14], 
and others. Those methods base on some formal program notions and 
consist mostly in analysing programs in terms of relations between 
data and results. We propose to avoid any formal program notion 
and to analyse whole computational processes. Our method, being
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perhaps less elegant then the above mentioned ones, seems to be 
more practical and more adequate to the common program understan
ding. It needs not also any special logic and an; special notions 
apart of those computational processes axe in practice described 
by. Besides, including appriopriate notions and axioms into con
structed theories we could formulate and prove properties of re
cursive procedures, coroutines, parallel programs and so on. The 
question is only ho« to do that and ho« difficult it Is in each 
particular case.

IAHGUA3ES 0? THEORIES C0BRESP0NDIHC TO PROGRAMS

Constructing a theory T that is to describe every execution 
i of i given program P we have to have language facilities which 
enable os to express all the relationships among histories and 
atributes of K we #ant to express. In particular, we need, apart 
of the usual logical means, some special means which enable U3 to 
describe the types of objects constituting M (like histories, 
numbers, control positions) as well as the relations among auch 
objects in H (like those among histories and the corresponding 
attribute values).

In the case of a simple arithmetical program P without 
block structure we could make use of:

logical symbols like
separators (comma), ,(",»)" (brackets) 
logical connectives ~  , V , «=» , $rue, false
variables x,y,...
quantifiers Vx, Vy,..., 3x, 3y,...



•quality ayabol

D - D
(the sign O does not belong to the language and Indicates a place
where any term can be substituted)

arlt^^tlcal symbol« like 
0
0 6 0
□ is a successor of o
□ la a sun of □ Q
D la a product, of o , □
□ la a factorial of d

type symbola like
D la a history
D 1« a number
D la a control position

Initial history symbol

relation symbols like
o c  □ ( D Is contained in o )
D  la a control position at (a history) □
D 1« a value of I at □

- 8 -

□ is a value of I at D
D is a value of Z at D

(*here X,Y,Z denote some attributes hut as such do not belong to 
the language)

control position symbols like 
a»b,c,d,e,f,g 

and »ay be others, If needed.



The language L we would like to define using symbols like 
those is that of (well formed) formulas, as usually.

Logical symbols like the above ones are needed always whene
ver one formulates a formal theory and defines its language.

The type symbols are needed to distinguish types of objects 
which occur in Si, This is necessary to formulate axioms in a 
proper way, ?or instance, arithmetical _xioms should be restricted 
to numbers which is possible only If we are able to express that
an object is just a number.

The initial history symbol is needed to denote the Initial 
(i.e. empty) history.

The relation symbol

□ S D  ( D Is contained in O )

is needed to express ihat one history is » par*- of another, ?h<is, 
it is needed to describe the dynaEics of £.. 

delation symbols like

□ is a control position at q

O is a value of I at a
a  is a yalue of T at Q ^
□ is _a ralue of Z at Q

are needed to describe which control positions and which ralue* 
of other attributes correspond to particular his;ori«3 .

*—8 control position symbols are needed so denote all tie
control positions in P.

Arithmetical symbols are needed to Include in a -»ay 3ozr>

- 9 -
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arithmetical axioms into the theory T we Intend to construct. 
Namely, we want to include arithmetical axioms into T to be able 
to make use of theorems of arithmetics in proving properties of E. 
T^ere is also a possibility to include axioms of other theories 
into T. Then, of course, appriopriate additional symbols are 
needed«

Finally, the equality symbol is needed to formulate T as a 
theory with equality. This seems to be necessary because T is to 
contain theories like arithmetics which are usually theories with 
equality. Besides, we want to facilitate replacing different deno
tations of an object in any formula and this is admissible only in 
theories with equality.

Logical symbols and symbols like

Q - a
O is a history

0
□ s  □

are needed in any theory that we want to construct for a program. 
Others are characteristic only for programs of some sort. For 
instance, the symbols like

□  is a control position O
□  is a control position at □

are characteristic only for simple programs without any block struc
ture. in the case of AlAOl^like programs symbols like

D is an Instance of a block



□  1b an Instance of the block B
□  la a control position of an Instance of the bloclc B
□ la the Instance of a block that la active at O
q  la a control position of the instance o of the bloclc B at □

would be needed. Lastly, there are symbols which are specific only 
for programs of a concrete sort. Such are, for Instance, symbols 
like

□ Is a value of X at a

which correspond to the Identifiers occuring in a concrete program
P without block structure. Dealing with ALGOL-like programs we

*

would have to make use of symbols like

□  Is a value of X of the instance □ of the block B at □

instead.
The above mentioned examples indicate that It is not very dif

ficult to choose proper language means so that they would suffice 
for programs of a given kind. In fact, it reduces to taking into 
consideration the notions which are commonly employed in program 
semantics descriptions.

CONSTRUCTING THEORIES POH PROGRAMS

A theory T that is to describe computational processes r'in» 
ning accordantly with a given program P is, in the first plac*, 
constructed for proving properties of such processes. Thus, it ful
fils its task whenever all the processes we want to describe by T

- 11 -
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are its models. But it is not very important whether there exist 
other models besides. It releases us, to some extent, from taking 
care about very faithful description of reality we have in mind,

about distinguishing between histories and numbers in spite of a 
difference in quality. Due to this we may omit at once the cor
responding axioms if we need not them for proving the properties
we are interested in.

To construct a theory T for the given program P means, as 
usually, to choose a proper language L, and to indicate the for
mulas which are to be axioms of T.

In the case of a simple arithmetical program P without block
structure we could choose a language L like that described in the 
previous section, and assume:

usual predicate calculus axioms, 
usual equality axioms.
the following ordering of histories axiom«»

(Vx)(x is a history — *> x ^x)
(Vx) (Vy )(x is a history £  y is a history ̂  x s y ^ y s x  -► x=y) 
(Vi )(Vy)(Ve) (x is a history ̂  y is a history ̂  t is a history

and admits'some simplifications. For instance, we need not worry

linearity of ordering of histories axiom:

(V*)(Vy) (x is a history £ y is a history -=*• x sy y y <= x)

minimal history axioms given by the scheme:
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(3x)(x 1» a history ^  A (x)) =>

(3x)(x Is a history $ A(x»£ (tfy)(y la a history ^ A(y)^yex=*y»x)

where A(x) Is any formula of L such that all the free occur
rences of x In It are not In the scopes of quantifiers with res
pect to y

maximal history axioms given by the seuame:

(Vz X(3x) (x is a history £ a (x ) ^ x «*)--*
(3x )(x Is a history ̂  A (x)^xsz

(Vy) (y 1« a history ^ A(y) ye z ̂  x £ y  =*x»y)))

where A(x) is any formula of X. such that aJ.l the free occur
rences of x In it are not in the scopes of quantifiers with res
pect to y or i

•
initial history axiom:

«¿is a history £  (\rx)(x Is a history^, jzIgi) 

arithmetical axioms
which can be obtained from the needed axioms of the arithmetic« by 
replacing any formula of the form (Vx)A by the formula
(Vx)(x la a number ==» A), any formula of the form 0x)A by the
formula (3x)(x is a number £. A), and the Induction principle by 
the (weaker) scheme

(A(0) £  (Vx)(Vy)(x is a rnraber ^ y is a number
L 7 is a successor of x A (x) -*• A (y))) = 5

(Vx) (x is a number => A (x))



where A (x) Is any fonmla of 1» such tnat ill tho iroe occur
rences of x in it are not in the scopes of quantiflevs ffith res- 
jartrt to y

axioms of control positions like the following:

(Vx)(x is a control position x«=aYx“bVx=cVx=dVx=eVx=fVx=g)
~  (a=bVa»cVe=d^a=«V*,sfVa“sV')KCVb=dVt,-eVb«'fVh=sVc=dVc=eVc=fyc=g
V d=eVd=f Vd=gVe*fVe«=gVg“f)

a is a control position at gS

when P has the control positions a,b,c,d,e,f,g and starts at a 

attribute axioms like:

(Vx)(Vy)(x is a control position at y ^  x is a control position 
J is a history)

(Vx)(Vy)(x Is a value of I at y =» x is a number y is a history) 
( V x ) (Vy) (x 1 b a value of I at y x is a number y is a history) 
(V*)(Vy)(x is a value of Z at y ==> x Is » number y is a history) 
(Vx) (Vy) (x Is a control position at y Q * is a control position at y 

—=> x * *)
(Vx) (Vy) (Vz) (x is a value of I at y ^  * <s a value of I at y-^x*z) 
(V*) (Vy) (Vz) (x is a value of T at y ^  z 1b a value of JT_at y=*x=e) 
(Vx) (Vy) (Vz) (x is a value of Z at y £  z is a value of Z at y^x^e)

instruction axioms like the axiom:

-  1* -

(Vp)(e is » control position at p >
Qq)(q is a hlstory^~q *P^Psq^(Vr)(r ls__ a history^~r-p^psv^f gq=»r=q)))



^(Vp)(Vq )(® 1» » control position at p<£~q=*p£psq
^ (Vr)(r 1b a history P ~r»p£ p£ r ^ r s  q»*r=q) => 

f 18 ft control position at q
(Vx)(Vy)(Vz)(Vt)(x 18 a vala« of I at p
^  y li a value of T at p^'a Is a value of Z at p

t is a product of y , a 
X is a value of Y at q ̂  t Is a value of Y at q
^  a Is a value of Z at q))

that corresponds to the Instruction
e : Y ;» Y ^  Z

If such occurs In P and Is followed by an instruction with the 
label f.

Axioms like those of predicate calculus and of equality Are 
needed in any formal theory with equality.

The ordering of histories axioms express chat we thin' about 
the relation

□  c d  ( D 1b contained in 0 )

as about an ordering of histories. In general, such an ord -in?' 
needs not to be linear. However, in the case of a sequentially 
executed program P that we have in mind we may assuir.e li r. t rel >.y 
(i.e. the linearity of ordering of histories axiom>.

The minimal and maximal history axioms express that it is 
determined in every program execution when a situaticr ’ros- -.>.,1 
how long it was maintaining. As it appears, tl ey play a ver, i o r 
ient part in proving properties of computations. Tor instance 
the minimal history axioms are equivalent to sane induction i 
clpi«.

- 15 -



The initial history axiom says that the program execution we 
have in mind start» off the initial (empty) history 0 .

The arithmetical axioms are included into the theory T to 
ensure availability of theorems of the arithmetics in proving pro
perties of computational processes. In the case, we have to do 
with objects of another theory some axioms corresponding to that 
theory are needed.

The axioms of control positions say »hat the control positions 
in P are, how to identity them, and which of them corresponds to 
the initial history.

The attribute axioms say that values of attributes correspond 
to histories and are uniquely determined by the histories they 
correspond to, and establish types of values of attributes.

The Instruction axioms establish a meaning of the instructions 
of P, For instance, the axiom that was quoted says:

every history p such that e is the control position at p can 
be extended to the „next" history q (i.e. to a history q which 
is the least of those containing p), f is the control position 
at q, the values of I, Z at q are the same as those at p, and 
the value of T at q is the product of the value of 1 at p and 
of the value of Z at p.

It is quite clear, that some similar axioms could be easily formu
lated for other instructions as well.

The set of axioms of T depends always on the program sort 
and on the program P itself, as it was in the case of xhe lan
guage L of T.

Some axioms, such as those of predicate calculus, equality, 
ordering of histories, minimal and maximal history, and initial 
history will occur In all the theories corresponding to programs.

- 16 -



However, the theorem* we can get using them are no* very Interes
ting as theorems on computations. It Is because such theorems re
fer merely to more or less specified orderings. The same situation 
takes place with axioms and theorems of the arithmetics and other 
theories computational processes are to base on.

Really interesting theorems about computational processes ap
pear only by postulating relationships between historic 3 and at
tribute values. Such relationships are just postulated in axioms 
like those of control positions, attributes, and Instructions.
These axioms reflect semantics of the language the program Is 
written in, and establish the program meaning that results from 
the program structure. Moreover, It Is quite clear that the pos
sibility to choose a proper language and to formulate proper axioms 
ie not limited neither by the programming language complexity nor 
by complexity of the program itself.

The role of the theory T corresponding to P Is to ecpress 
precisely, and In a common mathematical way the meaning of P that 
is expressed in a programming language with no precisely defined 
semantics. Then the meaning of P is already precisely expressed, 
the properties we are interested in become theorems of T and 
they can be proved using the standard inference rules, as In the 
case of any mathematical theory* Thus, refering to our progr&ia 
understanding, and formulating the axioms of T in an Informal 
way we come to a precise formulation of the problems we want to 
solve.

An approach like this riseB, of course, some new questions 
like those about a consistency of the theory T we are constrao- 
ting , about models of T (especially about those other than pro
gram executions we have in mind) or about relationships tietwce- 
such theories and programming languages, »e do not deal with th«.j, 
however, In this paper.

- T7 -
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AH BIAMPI2

To show how our ideas can be applied let us consider the fol
lowing program F

begin a: I :■ 1;
b: Z !■ 0}
c: If Z«I then go to g; 
d: Z :■ Z+1;
•: T *■ TxZj 
ti go to Ci

gt end

with the identifiers I fT,Z which »ay receive the values 0,1,2,...
As is easy to see, F describes how to compute the factorial 

of a number. If such a number is the value of X at the beginning 
and the program executions start off the first instruction the re
sult is the final value of T.

Ve shall construct a theory T that corresponds to the pro
gram F »nri outline how to construct a formal proof of the fol
lowing property:
(V) whenever c is a control p o s i t i o n  a history p the value 

of T at p is the factorial of the value of Z at p

Ve choose for the language L of T one like that described
before. Next, we assume for T the theory with predicate calculus 
axioms, equality axioms, ordering of histories axioms, linearity 
of ordering of histories axiom, minimal history axioms, maximal 
history axioms, initial history axiom, arithmetical axioms, axioms



of control positions, attribute axioms Just like those formulated
before, and with the instruction axioms which say the following:

(a) every history r> such that a is the control position at p
can be extended to the next history q, b is the control
position at q, the values of X,Z at q are the same as those 
at p, and the value of X at q is 1 (the successor of 0)

(b) every hiseory p such that b is a control position at p can
be extended to the next history q, c is the control position
at q, the values of X,? at q are the same as those at p, and
the value of Z at q is 0

(c") every history p such that c is the control position as p
$

and the wait? of Z at p differs fro» the value of i at p
can bo extended to the next history q, d is the control 
position at q, and the values of X,T,Z at q are the sam* as 
thoae at p «.

(c+ ) over/ history p such that o Is the control position at p
and the value of Z at p equals to the valu3 of C at p
can be extended to the next history q, g is the control po
sition at q, and the values of X,I,Z at q are the sam« 93

those at p

(d) every history p such that d is the control position it p
can be extended to the next history q, a is the control 
position at q, the values of X,T at q are the saao as thoa» 
at p, and the valua of 7, at q is the successor of tha valu* 
of Z at p

(*) erery history p such that 9 la the control poaitioa at <>
can bo extended to the next history q, f ia tho control 
position at q, the valuos of £,Z at q ara tha sama ij ihoaa



at p, and the value of T at q is the product of the value of 
T at p and the value of Z at p

(f) every history p such that f is the control position at p
can be extended to the next history q, c is the control 
position at q, and the values of 1,1,2 at q are the same as 
those at p

(g) if p is any history such that g is the control position
at p, then there is no history that is different from p and
contains p

The instruction axioms could be easily formalized as it vas shown 
in the previous section.

The property (V) ve want to prove can be formulated as the 
formula

(Vp) (P is a history =?> (c is a control position at p
(Vy) (V*) (y is a value of T at p <£ z is a value of Z at p «=> 

y is a factorial of *))) •

To prove that there exists a formal proof of (V) ve formulate and 
prove first a metatheorem which is, in fact, an Induction principle 
with respect to histories.

Ketatheorem (Induction Principle with respect to Histories )
Let T be a theory with the equality . □  = O *, the relation 

■ D  is a history", the relation . D  s O  ", predicate calculus 
axioms, equality axioms, ordering of histories axioms, and mini
mal history axioms. Then, for any formula A(x) of the language-of 
T such that all the free occurrences of the variable x in A(x) are 
not in the scopes of quantifiers with respect to y, the formula

- 20 -
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(Vx) (X Is a history = »  ((Vy) (y Is a history =£■ (-~y*x^y£ x^A(y )))=*> 
A (x))) (Vx) (x Is a history ■» A(x))

Is a theorem of T,

Proof of the metatheorem. As Is known, the formula P *=>Q is 
a theorem of T provided the formula ~-Q «=* ~ P  is. Siaoe the 
sequence

^  (Vx) (x is a history «=> A (x))
(3x) —  (x is a history *=» A(x))
(3x)(x is a history <£ ^A(x))
(3x)(x is a history ft ~A(x) ^(Vy)(y is a history (y) 4 7SX-»y=*x))

(minimal history axioms)

~(Vx)(x is a history =»((Vy)(y is a history {^A(y){ygx=»y«x)«»A(x)))

~(Vx)(x is a history ̂ ((^y)(y is a history ̂ ~y=x $ysx«»A (y) )-»A(x)))

can he completed to a formal proof in the theory that results from 
7 by adding the axiom

~(Vx)(x is a history »c»A (x)) 

and due to the deduction theorem the formula

~  (Vx) (X is a history -*• A (x))
~(Vx)(x Is a history»»((Vy) (y is a history

(~y»x(y£x >*A (y)) ) =* A (x) ) )

is a theorem of T. Thus, the formula we are talking about is a 
theorem too*. Q.S.B.



An Idea how to construct a formal proof of (W)
The property (V) can be written as

(Vp) (p 1« a history =»i.(p))

where A(p) denote« the formula

c is a control position at p 
(Vy) (Vz) (y Is a value of T at p ^ z la a value of Z at p =>

y Is a factorial of *)

We carry out the proof of (W) applying the induction principle
with respect to p to the formula A(p).

We add to the theory T we hava constructed for our program 
the axioms

(<*) p is a hlatory
(̂ ) c is a control position at p

and the axiom
(T) (Vi M i  is a history => (~q=p <£ q c p  — ► A(l)))

which Bays that A(q) Is satisfied for every history q with
~q«p £  q c p. Hext, we consider separately the case when there 
exists no different from p history q e p  with c being the 
control poaltion at q, and the case when such a history q exists. 

In the first case we add the axiom

($) (Vq.) (q is a history ^^qcp / qsp^-vc is a control position at q)



and construct a formal proof of the formula

(£) .(Vy ) (V*) (y le a value of T at p * 1» a value of Z at p =*•
y Is a factorial of t )

in the following steps:

fl ) p Is the least of the histories q with c being tte con
trol position at q (axioms («), (j*), (£))

(2) a is the control position at (axioms of control positions)

(3) 0  '•an be extended to the next history r., (axiom (a) and
minimal history axioms)

(4) r ^ p  (linearity of histories ordering and minimality of r1 )

(5) b is the control position at r1

(6) 1 (the successor of 0) Is the value of T at r., (axio® (a))

(7) can be extended to the next history r2 (axioa (b) and
minimal history axioms)

(8 ) *2 £ f
(9) c is the control position at r2

(10) 1 is the Ta.̂ ue of I at r2

(11) 0 is the value of Z at r2

(12) r2*p (premis (1) and axiom (£))

(13) 1 is the factorial of 0 (arithmetical axioms)
tt*) (£) (attribute axioms).

In the second case we replace the axiom (S') by the axiom 

(S') (:fo)(q If x history qgp I c 1» a control position at q.
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and construct a formal proof of the formala (£) In tne following

steps:

(1) there exists a history r that is the greatest of tho histo
ries s with c being the control position at s (axioms

(°0* (fi)t (f/)* ani maximal history axioms)

(2) if x is the value of I at r and z is the value of Z at r
then zfix (in the opposite case one could prove

~ c  is a control position at r 
using the axioms (c+) and (g))

(3) r can be extended to the next history r,(

(*) r1 £  p

(5) d is the control position at r̂

(6) the values of 1,2 at r., are the same as those at r (axiom
(c"))

(7) r1 can be extended to the next history

(S) i2 C P
(9) e is the control position at r2

(10) if is the value of Z at , and is the successor of ,
then *2 is the value of Z at r~

(11) the value of T at r2 is the Base as that at t .

(axiom (d))

(12) Tg can be ezterded tc the next history rx

05) r3s F

(14) f 16 the control position at rz

(15) if i2 is the valae °* : at r2 . and yr is the value of ? at
r2 , and y, is the product of y Jf s2 ,then yT is the value of
T at r* and *2 is the value of Z at r^ (axiom (e))



(16) can be extended to the next history r^

(17) r4C p
(18) c Is the control position at r4

(19) the valueb of T,Z at r4 are the same as those at r^
(axiom (f))

(20) r4“P (premls (1) and axiom ($'))

(21) If > Is the value of Z at r, and y is the value of T 
at r, and z Is the value of Z at p, and yQ is the 
value of T at p, then z0 is the successor of z, and 
y0 is the product of y , zQ (attribute axioms)

(22) if zo is the successor of z, and y is the factorial of z, 
and yc 1b the product of y, z0, then jQ Is the factorial of 
zf (arithmetical axioms)

(2J) (£ ) (axiom (f ) end attribute axioms)

It results from the above that (£) is a theorem of the theory
that can be obtained of T by adding the axioms (<*), (^), (J").
Thus, the formula

(Vp)(p is a history -»((V<i)(q is a history — *
(~q=P<^ <1SP =*Mq))) =^A(p)))

Is a theorem of our theory T. Hence, due to the induction prin
ciple with respect to histories, the property (W) is a theorem of 
T. Q.E.D.

In a similar way we could formulate and prove other proper
ties of the computational processes which run accordantly with our 
program T - for instance, the following termination property»
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(VxHx 1b a number ^  x 1« a value of X at ^ -»>
0p) (p 1« a history (W) (9. 1» a history -» icp)))

AH EVAUJAT10E AND SOME INSPECTS 07 THE APPROACH •

The quoted example shows that even a theory corresponding to 
a very simple program Is somewhat cumbersome and formal proofs of 
properties are long and troublesome.

Howerer, a similar situation Is very often observed In the 
contemporary mathematics and It does not disturb to develop the 
mathematics itself. This Is because, In fact, we need not write 
formally axioms and construct formal proofs. It is sufficient for 
us to know only what are axioms we may make use of, and that our 
proofs can be formalized.

The same is with proving properties of programs we are tal
king about. A difference consists at most in a lack of a rut simi
lar to that we usually have when we are working in known mathemati
cal theories. The structures which are models of typical mathemati
cal theories are simply better known and more regular than compu
tational processes we deal with.

On the other han&j the aim of proving properties of programs 
is difforent from that of proving theorems in mathematics. In mathe
matics the matter is to extend our knowledge, at the first place. 
TThen we are proving properties of programs we do that mainly for 
practical reasons. Thus, we do not feel any need to prove correct
ness of simple programs and we are usually satisfied having such 
programs verified by some experimental executions (though the pro
grammer who writes a program does an analysis which is similar to a 
correctness proof). Such a need appears really in the case of



complex programs Ilk« operating systems, simulation programs and 
so on. It is worth then to build an appropriate theory and to prove 
the necessary properties, because these properties can be non- 
obvious and Important in practice.

Here, we have described only how to prove properties of simple 
programs. As It was Bald when we were talking about languages of 
theories, our approach is applicable to complex programs like those 
written in programming languages like ALGOL or SI&3IIA as well. Howe
ver, it is necessary then to extend languages of theories we want 
to formulate by suitable notions (like that of a block instance), • 
and to characterize these notions by proper axioms. In particular, 
one can describe in this way executions of recuralv# p r o c e d u r e s  o r  

coroutines. It is also clear that simultaneous executions of seve
ral parallel programs could be studied In a similar way what Is 
very Important question when it comes to deal with operating sy
stems (DIJKSTRA [7]). An idea how possible computational processes 
look like can be found in TIHKOWSKI £"193«

Another possible application of our approach is one in com-
\

puter simulation of various processes. For instance, having a for
mal theory of the process we want to simulate, a simulation program, 
and a theory that corresponds to this program, we could rewrite the 
axioms of the process theory In the language of the program theory 
and ask whether the process theory axioms are theorems of the pro
gram theory or not. If so we could say that the compatatlonal pro
cesses running accordantly with the program really simulate the 
process. This gives a chance to develop a systematic computer simu
lation theory. It seems to be no such a theory up to now.
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